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ABSTRACT: The recent development of plasmonics has break through the
optical diﬀraction limit and realized ultracompact nanolasers that can directly
generate coherent optical ﬁelds at the nanometre scale. However, it remains
to a profound understanding on the light and matter interactions in so-called
Spaser, especially on the coupling mechanism between the surface plasmon
and exciton although many reports have claimed surface plasmonic lasers.
Here, we demonstrated a ZnO/SiO2/Ag structural hybrid plasmonic
nanolaser and compared with a conventional photonic laser systematically.
We proposed that these two kinds of lasers originated from the entirely
diﬀerent optical gain mechanisms, and resulted in the generation of lasing
mode shift. Time-resolved spectra collected from these two samples at room
temperature presented the dynamic process of exciton recombination and
revealed the energy-transfer from excitons to SPs. Our research provides an
important theoretical and experimental basis for the practical application of plasmonic nanolasers in the future.
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instance, Zhang et al.20 theoretically proposed a hybrid
dielectric waveguide with plasmonics by inserting an insulating
gap layer between an optical gain medium and a metallic layer
to overcome the intrinsic ohmic losses of metals. Subsequently,
they achieved the experimental demonstration of nm-scale
plasmonic lasers with optical modes of 100× smaller than the
diﬀraction limit.21 Recently, Xiong et al.22 reported the ﬁrst
strong room temperature ultraviolet (∼370 nm) SPP lasers
consisting of GaN nanowire and aluminum ﬁlm, with extremely
low thresholds (∼3.5 MW/cm2) based on a closed-contact
planar semiconductor−insulator−metal structure, promoting
the eﬃcient exciton-SP energy transfer and oﬀering adequate
optical gain to compensate the loss. Chou et al.23 demonstrated
a high-operation-temperature ZnO plasmonic nanolaser
directly placed on as-grown single-crystalline aluminum ﬁlm
with a threshold of 20 MW/cm2. In addition, Oulton et al.24
observed a blue-shift of ZnO/Ag hybrid plasmonic mode with
the pulses shorter than 800 fs compared with a conventional
photonic laser. Liu et al.25 presented a demonstration of

urface plasmon polariton (SPP) is a critical concept to
break down the optical diﬀraction limit through storing
optical energy into free-electron collective oscillations at the
metal−dielectric interfaces.1−3 It provides an ideal approach to
design the novel nanodevices and realize all-optical integration
for their potential application in optics communication,4−6
biosensing,7−9 and nonlinear optical switching.10 Due to its
unprecedented capability to generate extremely intense optical
ﬁelds in the deep-subwavelength regime, surface plasmon
ampliﬁcation by stimulated emission of radiation (Spasers) has
attracted considerable interest recently.11−25 In comparison to
the conventional photonic laser, the plasmonic cavities exhibit
ultrasmall modal volume Vm ∼ λ3/10 − λ3/1000 enabling the
tailoring of the strong light-matter interaction in a variety of
linear (∼Q/Vm) and nonlinear (∼Q2/Vm or ∼Q/Vm1/2) optical
process, where λ and Q are wavelength and the cavity quality
factor, respectively. Many research works about plasmonic
lasers have been reported and made suﬃcient progress to
decrease the optical loss, reduce the laser threshold, and
increase the operation temperature toward practical applications. In particular, several devices now operate at room
temperature17 and even under electrical injection.18,19 For
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utilizing the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) enhanced
Burstein−Moss (BM) eﬀect to tune the lasing wavelength of
a single semiconductor nanowire by decreasing the dielectric
layer thickness from 100 to 5 nm. Although great eﬀorts have
propelled the progress in function improvement and device
realization, some critical scientiﬁc issues, including optical mode
shift, optical gain mechanism, and SP-exciton coupling
mechanism, are still in challenge.
In this case, we propose that the origins of plasmonic and
photonic light emission are quite diﬀerent. The calculated
results of the Mott density demonstrate that the conventional
photonic ZnO laser operates here via the electron−hole plasma
(EHP) mechanism, with emission energy near 3.20 eV. In
contrast, the hybrid plasmonic constructed in this work
operates in the vicinity of the exciton and its related phonon
replica energies at room temperature, near 3.30 eV.
Remarkably, we have measured time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) spectral response collected by an optically
triggered streak camera system and analyzed the temporal
dynamics process. It provides direct evidence for the eﬀective
energy-transfer channel of SP-exciton coupling and exposes its
own dynamics of accelerated recombination for the hybrid
plasmonic device.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure of the Hybrid Plasmonic Nanolaser. The
plasmonic nanolaser under investigation consists of an
individual ZnO nanorod with the length and diameter of ∼15
μm and 210 nm placed on a 5 nm thick silicon dioxide (SiO2)
spacer layer over the silver (Ag) ﬁlm, as shown in Figure 1a.
The insulating spacer layer aﬀords optical conﬁnement control
and reduces the intrinsic ohmic losses of metals. Ag is adopted
as the plasmonic medium due to its similar SP frequency
compared with excitonic emission of ZnO with a high gain
below the band-edge near 3.24 eV29,30 (Supporting Information, Figure S4) due to either exciton−exciton scattering or
optical phonon scattering (ℏωLO = 72 meV).31,32 To ensure the
suﬃcient gain compensation and coupling eﬃciency, the
thickness of the insulating layer is optimized (Supporting
Information, Figure S5). The photonic lasers consisted of ZnO
nanorods with the length and diameter of ∼10 μm and 260 nm
from the same batch of nanorod arrays directly placed on a Si/
SiO2 substrate. The conﬁned modes propagate backward and
forward along the nanorod cavity (5<L < 20 μm), with
feedback arising from modal reﬂection at the end-facets. Under
the excitation of femtosecond laser operated at 325 nm coupled
with a confocal μ-PL system (OLYMPUS BX53), the
plasmonic nanolasers in Figure 1b emitted a dazzling blueviolet light captured by a camera attached to this measurement
setup, as shown in the inset of Figure 1a.
The three-dimensional simulations of the hybrid plasmonic
fundamental mode characteristics are performed to calculate
the y component of the near-ﬁeld electric ﬁeld distribution Ey
along the z axis, as shown in Figure 1c. The calculated results
demonstrate that the SPP wave excited at the interface between
metallic ﬁlm and ZnO gain medium can propagate along the z
axis direction. The electromagnetic energy is mainly conﬁned in
the insulating layer of 5 nm, and oscillates back and forth inside
the hybrid cavity. Diﬀerent with the conventional photonic
laser, the hybrid plasmonic laser exhibits the capability to
reduce optical mode far below the scale of the vacuum
wavelength and generates extremely focused optical excitations.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of hybrid plasmonic nanolaser geometry
and the simulated mode characteristics. (a) Schematic of a
semiconductor−dielectric−metal plasmonic nanolaser optically excited
with a 325 nm femtosecond laser. The inset shows a picture of a lasing
plasmonic ZnO nanorod. (b) Scanning electron microscope image of a
typical plasmonic laser containing a ZnO nanorod placed on the SiO2/
Ag ﬁlm. (c) Three-dimensional simulation on the electric ﬁeld
distribution of a hybrid plasmonic fundamental mode at a wavelength
of 375 nm, corresponding to ZnO XA exciton line. The diameter and
length of the gain medium are 210 nm and 4 μm, respectively. The
thickness of the insulating gap is 5 nm.

Emission Polarization and Electric Field Distribution
of Plasmonic and Photonic Lasing. To show the unique
properties of hybridized plasmon mode, the cross-sectional
electric ﬁeld distribution of the plasmonic and photonic lasers
are calculated by using a FDTD method, as shown in left panel
of Figure 2a,b. Left panel of Figure 2b demonstrates that the
hybrid plasmonic mode is strongly conﬁned in two dimensions
within the gap for a relatively small cylinder diameter (d ≈ 210
nm) of ZnO gain medium; namely, its electromagnetic energy
is mainly concentrated in the thin 5 nm insulator gap region.
Conversely, the simulated result of the photonic waveguidemode exhibits a cylinder-like mode with electromagnetic energy
conﬁned to the high-permittivity dielectric core (left panel in
Figure 2a) for a large-diameter ZnO nanorod (d ≈ 260 nm)
sitting directly on the Si/SiO2 substrate. The right panel of
Figure 2a,b presents the measured far-ﬁeld polarization
distributions of the light emission scattered out from the
nanorod end-facets. The slightly asymmetric polar plots for
both of these samples could be due to the ﬂuctuated pulse laser
source and long measurement time. The mode characteristics
of plasmonic and photonic nanolasers exhibit distinct polarization behavior. In the photonic device (ZnO-SiO2), the
transverse electric modes waveguide and oscillate inside the
ZnO nanorod, leading to a strong lasing emission with the
polarization perpendicular to the nanorod z axis (right panel of
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Figure 2. Measured polarization distribution and simulated electric ﬁeld distribution from photonic and plasmonic nanolasers. The calculated electric
ﬁeld distribution in the x−y plane and far-ﬁeld emission intensity as a function of polarization angle collected from photonic (a) and plasmonic (b)
nanolasers, consist of a 260 nm diameter ZnO rod on a SiO2 substrate and a 210 nm diameter ZnO rod on an Ag/SiO2 (500/5 nm) ﬁlm,
respectively. The polarization angle is deﬁned as the angle between electric ﬁeld direction and nanorod z axis. (c) Resonant standing-wave pattern of
the photonic waveguide-mode propagating along ZnO nanorod in the y−z plane. (d) Hybrid plasmonic fundamental mode ﬁeld distribution along
the ZnO nanorod in the y−z plane, conﬁned at the interface of ZnO/Ag.

Figure 2a). In contrast, in plasmonic device (ZnO-SiO2-Ag),
the electric ﬁeld normal to the metal surface exhibits the
strongest coupling to SPP, which results in the emission with
the polarization parallel to the nanorod z axis direction. In
order to display the oscillation pattern of the photonic
waveguide-mode and hybrid plasmonic mode more clearly,
the electric ﬁeld distributions of fundamental mode in the y−z
plane are calculated in Figure 2c,d. The calculated results of
conventional photonic device demonstrate that the optical
modes are mainly trapped inside the cavity body, leading to the
formation of the resonant standing-wave propagating back and
forth between the two end-facets of ZnO nanorod. Nevertheless, the fundamental mode electric ﬁeld distribution of
hybrid plasmonic nanolaser polarized in the z-direction is
mainly conﬁned and propagates in the crossover region,
resulting in generation of nanometre-scale coherent optical
ﬁelds and realization of ultracompact lasers. Also, some details
of the fundamental and other multimode ﬁeld distribution can
be obtained in our simulation, as shown in Supporting
Information, Figure S6.
Lasing Characterization of Plasmonic and Photonic
Nanolasers. Figure 3 shows the representative spectra of
photonic and plasmonic nanolasers pumped at a wavelength of
325 nm with 150 fs pulses at a repetition rate of 1000 Hz.
Compared with the photonic lasing spectrum, an obviously
blueshift of the plasmonic lasing can be observed in experiment.
Generally, this optical phenomenon may be attributed to three
reasons: (1) the diﬀerent gain mechanism, (2) the quantum
size eﬀect, and (3) the Burstein−Moss (BM) eﬀect. Here, ZnO
gain medium of these two samples has a similar diameter, and
the exciton density of the plasmonic device is generally lower
than that of the photonic one analyzed through rate
equation.33,34 Therefore, we deduce that the blueshift that
occurred in our case is mainly due to their diﬀerent optical gain
mechanisms of the conventional photonic and hybrid
plasmonic lasers. To our knowledge, all reported photonic
ZnO lasers have operated via the EHP mechanism, with
emission energies near 3.20 eV,35,36 which located in the blue
regime marked in Figure 3. According to the absorption
coeﬃcient β ≈ 1.6 × 105 cm−1,37,38 the carrier density in the
traditional F−P resonant cavity can be estimated by np = β·Iexc/
hωexc. When Iexc is increased from 3.18 to 4.37 mJ/cm2

Figure 3. Comparison of measured plasmonic and photonic nanolaser
emission. The inset shows laser light output (Pout) normalized to the
threshold value (P(th)
out ) vs the optical pump energy density (Pin) for the
plasmonic (red dot) and photonic (black dot) nanolasers. The dashed
line labeled XA, XB and blue regime represent the ZnO exciton
energies and the EHP energy range.

(Supporting Information, Figure S5), the carrier concentration
np increases from 1.0 × 1021 cm−3 to 1.4 × 1021 cm−3, which is
far beyond the Mott density of ZnO (∼1017 cm−3).35,39 Such a
high carrier concentration deﬁnitely results in exciton
dissociation into electron−hole plasma (EHP), which together
with bandgap renormalization provides gain as far below the
band-edge, leading to the generation of EHP lasing rather than
the exciton lasing in the photonic ZnO nanolasers. However,
the plasmonic lasing emission locates at the exciton energies of
ZnO near 3.30 eV, which originates mainly from the two lowest
energies (XA, XB labeled in Figure 3) of three excitons (ℏωA =
3.309 eV, ℏωB = 3.315 eV, and ℏωC = 3.355 eV)40 and their
phonon replica energies (ℏωLO = 72 meV) at room
temperature. The constructed semiconductor−insulator−
metal interface implements an eﬀective energy-transfer channel
of exciton−plasmon coupling, oﬀering the suﬃcient optical gain
from semiconductor to overcome the intrinsic metallic losses.
Thus, the gain mechanisms of the photonic and plasmonic
nanolasers are entirely diﬀerent, where the former is attributed
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Figure 4. Exciton dynamics measured by time-resolved photoluminescence and Purcell factors. (a) Time-resolved spectral response collected from
plasmonic (red dots) and photonic (black dots) samples, ﬁtted by double and single-exponential function, respectively. Temporal spectroscopic
proﬁle of (b) ZnO/SiO2 and (c) ZnO/SiO2/Ag samples excited by 295 nm laser and collected by a streak camera.

■

CONCLUSIONS
We realized a hybrid plasmonic laser consisting of a high-gain
ZnO nanorod, separated from a silver surface by a 5 nm thick
insulating gap with a high Purcell factor up to 40. The
calculated and experimental results demonstrated that the SPP
modes play an important role in the lasing action, which will
aﬀect the lasing threshold, electric ﬁeld distribution, laser mode
polarization and lasing mode-shift. We proposed that the
fundamental reason for lasing mode-shift is mainly derived
from the diﬀerent optical gain mechanism, which can be further
conﬁrmed by the analysis of the exciton recombination
dynamics processes. Our study describes a clear physical
model for the SPP-induced energy-transfer processes, and
clariﬁes the exciton-SP coupling mechanism in the plasmonic
nanolasers. These results provide a solid physical basis for the
application of SPP nanolaser in the ﬁeld of nanoscaled, alloptical integrated optoelectronic devices.

to the EHP mechanism; meanwhile, the latter arises from the
SPP-coupled exciton energy. The inset of Figure 3 shows laser
light output (Pout) normalized to the threshold value (P(th)
out )
versus the optical pump energy density (Pin) for the plasmonic
and photonic nanolasers. In general, plasmonic laser demonstrates a suppressed superlinear light versus pump response
near the laser transition compared to photonic device, which is
characteristic of enhanced spontaneous recombination arising
from the mode localization and reduced mode competition.41
The thresholds of the photonic and plasmonic lasers are 3.81
and 4.78 mJ/cm2, respectively. The diﬀerences in threshold,
electric ﬁeld distribution, laser mode polarization, and lasing
mode-shift suggest the role of SPP modes in the lasing action.
Excitonic Dynamic Processes of Plasmonic and
Photonic Nanolasers. For more insights into the dynamic
coupling processes, time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL)
measurements are performed at room temperature, as shown in
Figure 4. The temporal spectroscopic proﬁles collected by a
streak camera are shown in panels b and c of Figure 4. The
normalized TRPL decays curves of the photonic and plasmonic
samples can be ﬁtting using the monoexponential and
biexponential function well, respectively. The diﬀerent decay
lifetimes is deﬁned as follows:42,43
I(t ) = I0 exp( −t /τphotonic)

(1)

I(t ) = I1 exp( −t /τphotonic) + I2 exp(−t /τplasmonic)

(2)

■

METHOD
Sample Preparation. To construct the photonic and
plasmonic nanolaser, we fabricated ZnO nanorods as the gain
medium on the Si substrate (Supporting Information, Figure
S1) by the vapor-phase transport method described in ref 26.
Also, 500 nm Ag and then 5 nm of SiO2 were deposited on a
Si/SiO2 (300 nm thermal oxide) substrate by the magnetron
sputtering technique. The sputtering time is estimated for
lasting 10 min based on the deposition rate of SiO 2
(Supporting Information, Figure S2). The root-mean-square
(RMS) roughness of SiO2/Ag ﬁlm is 4 nm (Supporting
Information, Figure S3), which is much smaller than the
diameter of ZnO nanorod. After that, the ZnO nanorods were
wet-transferred from solution by dripping onto the deposited
sample. The same technique was used to transfer nanorods
onto the Si/SiO2 substrate to construct photonic laser samples.
Although the substrate materials of the two samples were
chosen for practical reasons, the diﬀerent refractive indexes do
not inﬂuence optical mode conﬁnement, as the nanorods are
predominantly embedded in air.27
Optical Measurement Systems. To pump the plasmonic
and photonic lasers, a mode-locked Ti-sapphire femtosecond
(fs) laser (800 nm, Coherent Libra-F-HE) was employed as the
seed beam. The excitation laser (λex = 325 nm, repetition rate
1000 Hz, pulse length 150 fs) was generated by an optical
parametric ampliﬁer and focused onto the samples through an
upright microscope (Olympus BX53). To measure the lasing

where I0, I1, and I2 are the ﬁtting parameters. The calculated
decay time of the photonic device is ∼743.59 ps. The
spontaneous emission decay rate of ZnO nanorod is
signiﬁcantly enhanced in the plasmonic device44 compared
with the photonic one45 due to Purcell eﬀect, indicating the
accelerated the exciton recombination by coupling with SPPs of
Ag. The enhanced decay rate in the plasmon-coupled device
can be observed with two lifetimes of ∼769.95 and ∼17.60 ps,
which is corresponding to the intrinsic and SP-coupled exciton
recombination, respectively. Thus, the Purcell factor is
estimated by up to 40 for the hybrid plasmonic device,
implying the ultrafast energy-transfer process from excitons to
SPs. In other words, the relatively lower exciton density under
the Mott density can be predicted as the hybrid plasmonic
device lase with the suﬃcient gain compensation obtained from
the accelerated exciton recombination, thereby, revealing a
totally diﬀerent optical gain mechanism compared with that
(EHP) of conventional photonic laser, as mentioned above.
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spectra signals we detect nanorods emission by an optical
multichannel analyzer (Princeton Instruments, Acton SP2500i)
equipped with a CCD detector.
To measure the spectral-temporal response of our samples,
time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) experiments were
performed by using an optically triggered streak camera system
(C10910, Hamamatsu) at 295 nm resulting from frequency
doubling of the fundamental 35 fs pulses at 590 nm with a
repetition rate of 1 kHz (OperA Solo, Coherent).
Simulation. To compare the properties of hybrid plasmonic
mode and conventional photonic mode, the Finite Diﬀerence
Time Domain (FDTD) software was employed to calculate the
modal eigenvalues and the near-ﬁeld electric ﬁeld distribution.
The eﬀective index and propagation distance were determined
from the real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalue solve. The
refractive indices of ZnO and SiO2 are 2.4 and 1.5 at λ = 375
nm, respectively. The dielectric function of silver refers to ref
28. In photonic mode simulation, the thickness of SiO2 ﬁlm is
assumed to be inﬁnite. For more details about numerical
simulations, please see the Supporting Information.
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